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The strategic human capital literature indicates the importance of human capital to work unit performance. However, we argue that human capital only aids performance when it is translated into actions beneficial to the unit. We examine a set of common human capital leveraging characteristics (including the use of extended shifts, night shifts, shift flexibility, norms for work as a priority over sleep, and norms for constant connectivity) as factors that enhance the effect of human capital on human capital utilization. We also draw from the 2-process model of sleep regulation to examine how these characteristics undermine employee sleep, and thus weaken the link between human capital and work unit performance efficiency. Overall, we propose that human capital leveraging strategies initially enhance the effect of human capital on work unit performance, but over time weaken the effect of human capital on work unit performance efficiency. Thus, strategies intended to enhance the beneficial effect of human capital on work unit performance can end up doing the opposite.
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It has become increasingly accepted that human capital is an important resource for organizations (Wright & McMahan, 2011). When leveraged effectively, human capital can serve as a potential resource to contribute to sustainable competitive advantage (Nyberg, Moliterno, Hale, & Lepak, 2014; Wright & McMahan, 2011; Wright, McMahan, & McWilliams, 1994). A recent meta-analysis provides general support for the potential value of human capital, indicating that unit-level human capital is associated with higher firm performance (Crook, Todd, Combs, Woehr, & Ketchen, 2011). However, the relationship is weaker than one might expect for a theory that describes what managers often describe as their “most important asset” (Fulmer & Ployhart, 2014, p. 162). Crook et al. found an overall corrected correlation between human capital and operational performance of .32, meaning human capital accounts for around 10% of the variance in operational performance (with even weaker effects on global measures of firm performance). Even assuming that this average effect is higher when accounting for moderators such as the specificity of the human capital (Crook et al., 2011), the interconnectedness of human capital resources (Ployhart, Van Iddekinge, & Mackenzie, 2011), and methodological issues (Crook et al., 2011), this still leaves considerable variability around the average effect. This leaves open the possibility that managers can shape the organizational context in a manner that would enhance the beneficial effect of their human capital.

One important assumption held implicitly by strategic human capital researchers is that human capital translates directly into actions that are beneficial for the firm. If employees have the knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics (KSAOs) needed to succeed, it seems natural that their actions would be beneficial for the firm. However, some scholars have challenged this assumption by arguing that human capital only provides potential or a foundation of firm effectiveness but does not necessarily result in firm performance by itself (Wright & McMahan, 2011). We contend that work units can engage in human capital leveraging strategies (including the use of extended shifts, night shifts, shift flexibility, norms for work as a priority over sleep, and norms for connectivity) as a means of bringing more of their human capital to bear.

However, it is also possible that these characteristics may actually result in a weaker effect of human capital on performance due to being worn down or drained. A growing body of research clearly indicates that sleep is an important determinant of employee effectiveness (Barnes, 2012; Harrison & Horne, 2000; Lim & Dinges, 2010; Pilcher & Huffcutt, 1996). Drawing from this, lack of sleep or poor quality sleep may hinder the process of translating human capital into actions beneficial to performance. Although people typically think of sleep as driven solely by individual choices, we posit that work unit characteristics also influence sleep. Drawing from recent research examining sleep,
we specifically discuss how these human capital leveraging characteristics influence employee sleep quantity and quality in a systematic manner.

Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is to extend the strategic human capital literature to take into account employee sleep as an important determinant of the degree to which human capital influences performance. We examine how human capital leveraging characteristics have beneficial effects on human capital utilization, which provides benefits to work unit performance that are immediately apparent. We additionally examine how these characteristics undermine employee sleep, which has a cumulatively negative effect on the degree to which human capital is translated into performance. Thus, what initially appears to enhance the return on human capital may over time undermine that return.

**Human Capital Leveraging Strategies and Human Capital Utilization**

In a recent theoretical article, Ployhart, Nyberg, Reilly, and Maltarich (2014) define human capital as “an individual’s KSAOs that are relevant for achieving economic outcomes” (p. 376). They further distinguish between human capital and human capital resources by considering the latter as the subset of human capital that are accessible for a unit’s purposes. This definition suggests that not all individual’s KSAOs are valuable for organizations and only those that are accessible and relevant for unit-relevant purposes have the potential to contribute to unit performance. This logic also suggests that individual human capital only sets the basis for a work unit to pursue performance goals. The potential contribution to work unit performance cannot be fully realized unless it is utilized in an effective way. Consistent with this argument, we view the impact of individual-level human capital on work unit performance through two mediating processes (i.e., via unit-level human capital utilization and via work unit performance efficiency) and argue that human capital leveraging characteristics may play different roles to moderate these two processes.

We begin by looking at the beneficial effects of human capital leveraging strategies on human capital utilization. We define human capital utilization as the extent to which the KSAOs of a work unit are utilized for performance objectives. This definition emphasizes the actual use rather than the potential value of human capital. In particular, we focus on three work unit schedule characteristics (i.e., extended shifts, night shifts, and schedule flexibility) and two work unit culture characteristics (i.e., norms for prioritizing work over sleep and norms for constant connectivity) and theorize how these characteristics may affect the utilization of human capital.

**Work Unit Schedule Characteristics**

In order to alleviate staffing shortages or deal with high workload demands, extended work shifts have been commonly used in contemporary organizations. The apparent benefit of using this practice seems apparent to work units. By having employees work longer hours, work units can meet surges for demands without paying the salaries and benefits associated with hiring new employees. According to a recent poll of full-time U.S. workers (Gallup, 2014), the average work hours per week is 47, with nearly 40% of employees working at least 50 hr per week. Extended shifts enhance employees’ motivation to exert their human capital at work. Employees may be motivated to work longer hours in order to receive extra overtime pay. In addition, they may feel pressure to keep their jobs by conforming to the extended shifts requirement (Caruso, 2006). Work units that allow extended shifts may also stimulate employees’ intrinsic motivation. Work is an important component of daily life (Leana & Feldman, 1992) and provides opportunities for people to achieve career success (Lee, MacDermid, & Buck, 2000). As evidence for this argument, Brett and Stroh (2003) found that managers who worked the longest hours were the most psychologically involved in their work. This finding suggests that employees may choose to use their KSAOs for longer hours for the sake of their careers when it is allowed by their work units.

Extended shifts also provide opportunities for individual employees to better use their KSAOs. Extended shifts may facilitate interaction and coordination among employees with better continuity of communication across shifts. Increased coordination may lead to knowledge sharing among employees and help synthesize KSAOs owned by different employees. For example, extended shifts have been widely used in health care settings (Caruso, Hitchcock, Dick, Russo, & Schmit, 2004) where effective coordination among doctors, nurses, physical therapists, social workers, and case managers is critical for the quality and efficiency of patient care (Gittell, Seidner, & Wimbush, 2010). Accordingly, we expect extended shifts to enhance the effect of individual human capital on work unit human capital utilization.

**Proposition 1.** Work unit use of extended shifts will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization, such that work unit use of extended shifts will enhance the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization.

Many work units face demands for production during the night and day. For example, some call centers operate 24 hr per day, partly to meet customer demands at odd hours, and partly to serve customers who may live in different time zones. Manufacturing organizations may also operate 24 hr in order to avoid the high cost of shutting down the production process at the end of the day. One way to meet this demand is to use shiftwork. A common feature of various shiftwork systems is that work units can have different employees work at different times of the day without working any given employee 24 hr straight. Importantly, this is typically a unit-level property, in that rather than having a single employee work nontraditional shifts, the unit employs shiftwork in a manner that influences the whole unit.

Shiftwork—particularly night shifts—has been generally considered a negative work condition to most employees (Presser, 1999), but this practice may also have some positive effects on both employees and work units, which makes it likely for work units to maximize the utilization of human capital. Shiftwork serves as a useful tool for work units to use their members’ human capital effectively. With night shifts, work units can obtain more return of their investment in their operational equipment. With reduced downtime, organizations are able to reduce the cost of capital per employee. Shiftwork can also help work units allocate enough employees to meet continuous production and service demands while allowing others to take enough time for recovery. Moreover, space or equipment constraints may limit the degree to
which a work unit can apply its human capital within a typical
daytime shift, but opening the schedule to a broader variety of
shifts allows more work time allocated toward projects. Addition-
ally, when workflows must go through sequential steps or have
dependence upon specific processes, restricting work hours can
create bottlenecks that can be opened by using shiftwork. A
familiar example is information technology employees usually
work during the night time or holidays to perform upgrade or
maintenance work. Work units may also be able to assign employ-
osti their preferred times to work and schedule them accordingly
to increase productivity. Given these reasons, we propose that

Proposition 2. Work unit use of night shifts will moderate the effect
of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization,
such that work unit use of night shifts will enhance the effect of work
unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization.

Because night work may cause health issues and disrupt peo-
ple’s family lives, many employees do not want to work night
shifts. A commonly used solution to this difficulty is to rotate
people among shifts. Compared with fixed shifts involving night
work, rotating shifts have some benefits for both employees and
work units, which may enhance the transformation of individual
human capital into work unit human capital utilization. First of all,
rotating shifts can help reduce the negative effects of night shifts
on employees and thus make them more likely to devote their
human capital to work. Rotating employee across shifts may also
help reduce the injustice perceptions among employees and make
the shiftwork less unattractive. Without such rotations, some em-
ployees (likely junior employees) would have to work night shifts
for a prolonged period of time. This could make such employees
feel unfairly treated, possibly reducing their contribution at work.

By using rotating shifts and other forms of scheduling that vary
over time, work units can conveniently deploy employees to work
when their skills are most needed. This may allow work units to
rapidly match labor activities closely to production and service
demands and thus enhance the extent of utilizing members’
human capital (Berg, Appelbaum, Bailey, & Kalleberg, 2004). For
example, a call center may find a growing proportion of customer
calls occurring in the early evening hours. If schedules are fixed,
it is difficult to apply the work unit’s human capital to where it is
needed. But if schedules are allowed to vary over time, human
capital can be flexed and applied in the direction needed.

Proposition 3. Work unit schedule flexibility will moderate the effect
of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization,
such that work unit schedule flexibility will enhance the effect of work
unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization.

In addition to the three work schedule characteristics, we also
consider two related culture characteristics that may influence
work units’ utilization of human capital, namely, norms for priori-
tizing work over sleep and norms for constant connectivity. Both
characteristics require employees to spend long hours on work-
related activities while sacrificing their time for rest and personal
life. Unit culture sets the basic assumptions about how a work unit
arranges its work and manages its employees, and can thus deter-
mine the extent to which the unit uses the schedules that under-
mine sleep. Moreover, unit culture sends signals to employees
regarding how they are expected to behavior in work units (Bowen
& Ostroff, 2004; Schneider, Ehrhart, & Macey, 2013). When
employees perceive that their work units encourage and reward
them to sacrifice sleep for work, they are more likely to receive the
signal and exert greater discretionary effort in terms of using their
KSAOs for unit performance. This is consistent with research
highlighting the tradeoff between time spent working and time
spent on other activities such as sleeping (Barnes, Wagner, &
Ghumman, 2012).

Proposition 4. Work unit norms for prioritizing work over sleep will
moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human
capital utilization, such that norms for prioritizing work over sleep
will enhance the effect of work unit human capital on work unit
human capital utilization.

Rapid change in technologies has enabled employees to work
away from the traditional workplaces and take more control over
the timing of work (Berg et al., 2004; Hahn & Dormann, 2013).
Even though individual employees have some discretion to decide
whether or not they switch off mentally from work after leaving
their workplaces, work units can certainly determine whether they
expect employees to stay connected with their work during off-job
time. For example, work units requiring constant connectivity can
give their employees company-paid smartphones or tablets to
ensure they can deal with work matters outside the normal working
hours; they can also contact unit members via e-mail or phones
after work to continue the work that has been completed during the
regular work hours.

Similar to the norms for prioritizing work over sleep, the norms
for constant connectivity can also help work units to utilize em-
ployees’ human capital more effectively. First, constant connect-
ivity norms extend the time individual members spend on work
matters and naturally enhance the use of employees’ human capital
for unit purposes. Second, keeping employees constantly con-
nected with work enables work units to apply their human capital
when and where it is needed, in a timely manner. For example,
constant connectivity has been considered as crucial for financial
trading companies due to the highly dynamic financial markets
(World Finance, 2011). This allows traders to get access to work
at any time, which can help them leverage investment and manage
risks with great flexibility.

Proposition 5. Work unit norms for constant connectivity will mod-
erate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital
utilization, such that norms for constant connectivity will enhance
the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization.

Sleep and Human Capital

As noted by Barnes (2012), sleep quantity entails the amount of
time an individual spends in a sleeping state, and sleep quality
refers to difficulty falling asleep, staying asleep, and the number
of awakenings experienced throughout the night. The two-process
model of sleep (Borbély & Achermann, 1999) describes how sleep
is regulated. The homeostatic process (Process S) drives an in-
creasing propensity to sleep as time spent awake increases. The
circadian process (Process C) refers to circadian changes in basal
alertness, and is relatively independent from process S (Borbély
& Achermann, 1999). Although Process S and Process C are largely
independent, they have similar effects on sleep propensity and
other physiological outcomes (Balkoff, Caspy, Mikulincer, & Sing, 1991). Staying awake for prolonged periods has effects that are functionally the same as staying awake during periods of the day in which the circadian process is promoting sleep.

Similarly, sleep quantity and quality are separate constructs that have independent effects that work in the same direction. Perhaps because they can be driven by different phenomena, the relationship between sleep quantity and quality is weak (cf. Barnes, Schaubroeck, Huth, & Glumman, 2011). Nevertheless, sleep quantity and quality have parallel additive effects (Barnes, 2012), such that either low sleep quantity or poor sleep quality can produce negative effects on employees (Hursh et al., 2004). For example, sleep deprivation and poor sleep quality both lead to low levels of self-control, high levels of unethical behavior, negative mood states, cyberloafing at work, performance (Barnes et al., 2011; Christian & Ellis, 2011; Hursh et al., 2004; Scott & Judge, 2006; Wagner et al., 2012). This is important because some organizational factors may restrict sleep quantity, whereas others may leave employees with sufficient time for sleep but undermine sleep quality. Although sleep researchers have not examined the effects of both sleep quantity and sleep quality on all possible outcomes, the similarity of these effects on the outcomes that have been examined mean that it is reasonable to expect similar effects on other outcomes as well.

Typically we think of sleep as a construct that resides solely at the individual level of analysis. Indeed, it does appear that employees make choices about the priorities in their lives, and allocate time to work, sleep, and family (Barnes et al., 2012). Moreover, the physiological mechanisms involved in sleep regulation lie at the individual level of analysis. However, this does not mean that the individual level of analysis is the only level that is relevant. We posit that work unit characteristics shape patterns of sleep for individual employees, with an effect that can emerge at the work unit level of analysis.

People within a given group have common exposure to factors that influence their sleep. This may include work demands that influence everyone in the work unit. For example, Bliese and Halverson (1996) conducted a study of soldiers across 99 units and found a large intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC1) value for their work hours. This indicates that time demands can be common across members of a given group in a manner in which there is consistency within a given unit in the number of hours worked. When combined with evidence presented by Barnes et al. (2012), that time spent working comes at the expense of time spent sleeping, such a unit-level effect on time spent working would help to create a unit-level effect on time spent sleeping. Moreover, some work environments may have other characteristics, such as stress or dynamic schedules that have a common effect across members of a given unit. Indeed, Hancock (2008) discusses sleep as a culturally negotiated practice, indicating that the sleep of an individual is, in part, determined by norms within the group the individual belongs to. In short, work unit cultures can vary in ways that create differences between work groups and similarities within workgroups in how much and how well the employees sleep.

Consistent with this idea, Barnes and Spreitzer (2015) discuss group level strategies to manage sleep as a strategic resource, including implementing sleep-friendly work schedules. Although in some cases, such policies may be enacted at the firm level, we contend that such policies will have the most variance at the work unit level. Accordingly, in the next section, we follow Hancock’s (2008) suggestion to consider collective practices, and draw from the sleep literature to focus on work unit schedule characteristics as drivers of employee sleep.

Sleep and Performance Efficiency

Drawing from the two-process model (see Figure 1), Hursh et al. (2004) created and tested a mathematical model in which Processes S and C influence both sleep quantity and quality, which in turn influence task effectiveness. Their experimental data yielded very strong support for the model, accounting for approximately 90% of the variance in cognitive performance in two studies. A larger body of sleep physiology research as well as a new but growing literature in management indicates that this has important implications for a broad range of outcomes relevant to work. These include outcomes that are in the cognitive domain, affective domain, and behavioral domain. We discuss how this literature is relevant to the human capital domain (Barnes, 2012, and Mullins, Cortina, Drake, & Dalal, 2014, provide more detailed reviews of sleep and applied psychology).

Some of the clearest outcomes of sleep deprivation (i.e., low sleep quantity) and poor sleep quality are within the cognitive domain. Many of these outcomes are related to decrements in self-control. (Barber, Barnes, & Carlson, 2013; Barnes, Lucianetti, Bhave, & Christian, in press; Barnes et al., 2011; Christian & Ellis, 2011; Glumman & Barnes, 2013). This manifests itself in important ways in organizations. A lack of sleep is linked to difficulty focusing and controlling attention (Chuah et al., 2010; Smith, McEvoy & Gevins, 2002), as well as maintaining high levels of alertness (Beaumont et al., 2001; Buysse et al., 2007). Thus, lack of sleep is linked to lapses in attention (Lin & Dinges, 2010). Sleep deprivation leads to increased delay discounting (Reynolds & Schiffbauer, 2004), likely because people have a hard time resisting the impulse to take the short-term benefit.

Beyond a self-control framework, sleep is important for other cognitive processes. Memory consolidation occurs primarily during sleep, such that sleep deprivation hinders the process of learning and remembering (Walker & Stickgold, 2006). Lack of sleep leads to decrements in creativity, innovative thinking, and moral awareness (Barnes, Gunia, & Wagner, 2015; Harrison & Horne, 1999; Wagner, Gais, Haider, Verleger, & Born, 2004). Even small amounts of lost sleep lead to slower reaction times (Lin & Dinges, 2010).

Low sleep quantity and poor sleep quality also have important affective outcomes for employees. Actively regulating one’s own affect requires self-control and effort (Grantey, 2003), which suffers when sleep quantity or quality is low. Moreover, sleep deprivation leads to exaggerated neural and behavioral activity to aversive experiences (Gujar, Yoo, Hu, & Walker, 2011; Yoo, Gujar, Hu, Jolesz, & Walker, 2007). As a result, sleep deprivation and poor quality sleep lead to high levels of hostility, low levels of joviality, high frustration, high levels of impatience, high anxiety, high paranoia, depression, low positive affect in general, and high negative affect in general (Caldwell, Caldwell, Brown, & Smith, 2004; Christian & Ellis, 2011; Kahn-Greene, Killgore, Kamimori,
Judge, 2006), and poor motivation (Baranski, Cian, Esquievie, Pigeau, & Raphel, 1998).

Sleep has important implications for employee behavior as well. In part, because of decrements in self-control, a lack of sleep and poor quality sleep lead to unethical behavior, cyberloafing, low levels of organizational citizenship behavior, low levels of work engagement, high levels of interpersonally inappropriate behavior, and high levels of social loafing (Barnes et al., 2013; Barnes et al., 2011; Christian & Ellis, 2011; Horne, 1993; Killgore et al., 2007; Lanaj, Johnson, & Barnes, 2014; Olsen, Pallesen, & Eid, 2010; Wagner, Barnes, Lim, & Ferris, 2012). More distally, these effects aggregate in a way that influences employee absenteeism as well. Sleep quantity and quality have been linked to workplace injuries and employee health (Barnes & Wagner, 2009; Daley, Morin, LeBlanc, Gregoire, & Savard, 2009), influencing the degree to which human capital can be applied.

This body of work shows clearly that when employees are sleep deprived or suffering low quality sleep, their effectiveness declines, not only as individuals (Mullins et al., 2014) but also in groups (Barnes & Hollenbeck, 2009). Although people may be able to increase their work quantity, it will come at the cost of less efficient performance that requires fixing more errors, takes longer times to find good solutions, and may require greater time spent in conflict resolution due to greater conflict among members. Belenky et al. (2003) highlight this empirically, showing how extending waketime cumulatively undermines performance. Indeed, in many settings the gain in quantity of work is more than offset by the loss in the quality.

Overall, this logic indicates that organizations may invested a tremendous amount of resources into their human capital, but these investments in human capital can be wasted when the employee does not actually translate the human capital investment into activity that is beneficial to the work unit. Accordingly, we propose the following:

Proposition 6. Sleep (a) quantity and (b) quality moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that low sleep quantity or poor sleep quality weaken the effect of human capital on performance efficiency.

Work Unit Schedule Characteristics

As discussed, work units often face workload demands that result in extended work shifts across the unit. Extended shifts of longer than 8 hr have important implications for both Processes S and C. Barnes et al. (2012) note that long work hours create a time scarcity issue, in that sleep hours are commonly traded for more work hours. Also due to time scarcity issues, long work hours often crowd out opportunities to engage in recovery activities that help people psychologically detach from work and lower their anxiety (Sonnentag, Binnewies, & Mojza, 2008; Sonnentag & Fritz, 2007; Sonnentag, Kuttler, & Fritz, 2010; Sonnentag, Mojza, Demerouti, & Bakker, 2012). This is key because anxiety is linked to poor sleep quality (Wagner, Barnes, & Scott, 2014). More directly, recovery activities have been linked with sleep quality (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2007). Thus, when employees are working hours that are long enough that they crowd out recovery activities, this will harm not only sleep quantity but also sleep quality.

Extended work shifts that entail long work hours are also disruptive to Process C. Long work hours often extend into times of day that are especially well-suited for sleeping. Not only does this mean that employees will be sleepy while trying to work, but also that such employees seeking to get a full night of sleep will then have to try to sleep during hours in which they are physiologically better suited for waking activity. For example, an employee working until 2 a.m. may wish to still obtain 8 hr of sleep by sleeping in the next morning. However, for most people, there is a period around 8:30–10:00 a.m. in which the employee will struggle to sleep even when sleep deprived. Similarly, an employee getting up extra early in order to squeeze in more work hours may try to still get 8 hr of sleep by going to bed extra early. But as noted, there is a dip in propensity to sleep referred to by Lavie (1986, 2001) as the “forbidden zone” that often makes it difficult to fall asleep early, even when sleep deprived.

Consistent with logic, empirical research shows that extended work shifts hinder both sleep quantity and quality. Barnes et al. (2012) found that time spent working was negatively related to time spent sleeping, but not the other way around. Åkerstedt, Knutsson, et al. (2002) examined 5,720 employees in Stockholm, Sweden, and found that overtime was associated with poor sleep quality. Åkerstedt, Fredlund, Gillberg, and Jansson (2002) examined a large sample from Statistics Sweden, and found that working over 50 hr per week was associated with poor sleep quality. For these reasons, we expect that extended work shifts will negatively influence both sleep quantity and quality.

Figure 1. Two-process model of sleep.
**Proposition 7.** Work unit use of extended work shifts will negatively influence (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.

As noted in Proposition 6, sleep quantity and quality of will moderate the effect of human capital on performance. An integration of Propositions 6 and 7 reveals that because work unit use of extended work shifts will harm sleep quantity and quality, work unit use of extended work shifts will undermine the effect of human capital on performance efficiency.

**Proposition 8.** Work unit use of extended work shifts will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that the use of extended work shifts will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.

In a representative national sample of over 58,000 Swedish residents, Åkerstedt, Fredlund, et al. (2002) found that over 23% of employees had a shiftwork schedule, with almost 4% of all employees having a night work schedule. It is important to note that although a shiftwork schedule may initially look like an individual level phenomenon, if one zooms out, this likely manifests as a work unit level phenomenon. Rather than one individual working a shiftwork schedule entailing nightshifts while everyone else in the unit has a more typical work schedule, it is more likely that some work units have production or service demands that entail having a schedule that includes shiftwork across many employees.

Sleep physiology researchers have devoted a considerable amount of attention to what time of day people work. Process C is most applicable to this topic. Humans have evolved to be better suited for wakening activity during daylight and sleeping activity during darkness (Siegel, 2005). Melatonin is a biochemical that is heavily involved in the circadian process, such that when melatonin production goes up, sleep propensity increases (Lavie, 1986, 1997, 2001). Exposure to light suppresses the production of melatonin (Lavie, 2001). Blue light in particular plays a strong role in suppressing melatonin (Brainard et al., 2001). Thus, exposure to daylight lowers immediate sleep propensity, shifting the circadian phase in a forward direction. This is problematic for employees working night shifts. Such employees must attempt to work at night, when Process C leaves them sleepy, and sleep during the day, when it is difficult to sleep.

Consistent with this theoretical grounding, sleep researchers have found clear effects of shiftwork—specifically night shifts—on sleep. Large-scale studies reveal that night work is associated with shorter sleep duration and poor sleep quality (Åkerstedt, Fredlund, et al., 2002; Ohayon, Smolensky, & Roth, 2010). In an examination of causality, Åkerstedt, Nordin, Alfredsson, Westerholm, and Kecklund (2010) studied over 3,500 employees over a 5-year period. Åkerstedt and colleagues found that moving from a normal schedule to working nights lead to an increase in difficulties falling asleep, and moving from night work back to typical day schedule eventually reversed this effect.

**Proposition 9.** Work unit use of night work shifts will negatively influence employee (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.

As noted in Proposition 6, sleep quantity and quality of will moderate the effect of human capital on performance efficiency. An integration of Propositions 6 and 9 reveals that because work unit use of extended night shifts will harm sleep quantity and quality, work unit use of extended work shifts will undermine the effect of human capital on performance efficiency.

**Proposition 10.** Work unit use of night shifts will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that the use of night shifts will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.

Shift rotations are often used to solve difficulty caused by night shifts, and other forms of shift flexibility can be used to match stocks of human capital with various dynamic demands faced by the work unit. Frequency of shift changes varies across work units; in a rapid rotation, an employee may rotate through all three shifts (or more) within a 1-week period, whereas in slower rotations employees may stay in a given shift for multiple weeks. Although rotating employees among shifts shares the burden of night shifts across multiple employees rather than concentrating it on a subset, it creates a different (potentially worse) problem with Process C. As noted by Czeisler et al. (1999) and Lavie (2001), Process C is remarkably stable. Thus, every shift change resets the process of adapting circadian rhythms to activity schedules, such that employees shifting to a different schedule suffer periods of time in which they must be awake and struggle to do so, as well as periods of time in which they try to sleep but must do so against the influence of their own circadian process. For example, an employee moving from an evening shift—in which she may sleep during relatively normal night hours—to a night shift—in which she must attempt to sleep during the day or early evening—may be exhausted after working the night shift but unable to fall asleep at 10 a.m.

Typical rotations involve moving a shift by 8 hr. This takes somewhere around 8 days to adapt to (cf. Aschoff, Hoffmann, Pohl, & Wever, 1975), during which time the employees will have sleep difficulties associated with Process C that lower both sleep quantity and quality. In especially problematic scenarios, employees shift their schedules every week, meaning their circadian processes are never in alignment with their schedules. In the most extreme contexts, shift changes may occur in a sporadic and unpredictable manner. Emergency rooms are an example of such a context. An emergency room may have a sudden increase in the number of patients needing immediate treatment, either because of random variation in patient distribution or because of disasters that may overwhelm momentary manpower levels. A common response is to bring in employees who are “on call,” disrupting their sleep schedules. These other forms of work schedule changes are disruptive to sleep in a manner similar to rotating shifts.

Consistent with this reasoning from the two-process model, empirical research indicates that rotating shifts lead to negative effects on employee sleep. Gold et al. (1992) conducted a study of 635 Massachusetts nurses. In contrast to those working stable schedules, employees with rotating schedules had more difficulties sleeping. Indeed, based on a representative community-based sample, Drake, Roehrs, Richardson, Walsh, and Roth (2004) estimate that 10% of the rotating shift work population experience shift work sleep disorder, with significant decrements to both sleep quantity and quality. The same Process C logic applies to other forms of schedule instability, and for the same reasons. Schedule instability undermines both sleep quantity and sleep quality.
Proposition 11. Work unit work schedule instability will negatively influence (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.

As noted in Proposition 6, sleep quantity and quality will moderate the effect of human capital on performance efficiency. An integration of Propositions 6 and 11 reveals that because unit manpower schedule instability will harm sleep quantity and quality, it will undermine the effect of human capital on performance efficiency.

Proposition 12. Unit work schedule instability will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that unit work schedule instability will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.

Culture Characteristics

Schein (2010) notes that culture originates with leaders. Leaders communicate expectations and norms with both their various communication media as well as their own behavior. Barnes (2011) notes that different leaders take different approaches in how they publicly discuss the priority of sleep. By shaping the culture of the work unit in this direction, such leaders will set norms for employees to prioritize long work hours that come at the expense of sleep. By influencing subordinates to trade away sleep time for more work time, such organizational cultures harm Process S. On the other end of the spectrum, leaders can highlight a very different message regarding the priority of work and sleep. Rather than seen as someone who makes sure to get close to 8 hr of sleep per night as having a weak work ethic, work unit leaders can communicate clearly that making sure to get close to 8 hr of sleep per night is a wise way to enhance one’s effectiveness.

Although most sleep occurs outside of a workplace, an example of sleep that occurs in the workplace is napping at work. In some work units, napping at work is depicted as time theft, which is considered an unethical behavior (Henle, Reeve, & Pitts, 2010). Not only is it considered a poor work ethic to sleep instead of work, but doing it at the workplace is considered an especially flagrant violation of norms. In work units with the strongest norms for prioritizing sleep, naps at work may not only be tolerated but actively encouraged. In some contexts, work units will have access to nap rooms. Nap rooms provide evidence that the work unit encourages employees to sleep well in order to work well, and that a nap at work is one way for this to occur.

We contend that in work units having a culture which creates norms for deprioritizing sleep in order to work more, employees will tend to sleep less. In contrast, organizations that have a culture which creates norms for maintaining sleep as a priority even at the expense of not working extended hours, employees will tend to sleep more.

Proposition 13. Work unit norms for prioritizing work over sleep will negatively influence (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.

As noted in Proposition 6, sleep quantity and quality will moderate the effect of human capital on performance efficiency. An integration of Propositions 6 and 13 reveals that work units with norms deprioritizing sleep will harm employee sleep quantity and quality, such that these norms will undermine the effect of human capital on performance efficiency.

Proposition 14. Work unit norms for the priority of sleep will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that norms prioritizing work over sleep will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.

Recent research has examined the role of norms for connectivity on employee sleep. 21st century technology enables many employees to engage in work when outside of the workplace such that employees can check e-mail, interact with customers or suppliers, or respond to short-deadline work tasks. Importantly, these activities may occur at any time of day. Many people sleep within reach of their smartphones in order to be immediately responsive to work demands that may occur at any time of day (Perlow, 2012). As Perlow (2012) notes, this often reflects a local culture that includes very strong norms for constant connectivity. In work units with strong cultural norms for connectivity, supervisors send e-mails that they expect immediate responses to, regardless of time of day. Peers may do the same, driven by a culture where responding to work demands is considered both normal and appropriate, and waiting even a few hours to respond is considered poor form.

Strong norms for constant connectivity can create problems for both Process S and Process C. Responding to work hours at all times of day can increase the amount of time employees spend working, and research indicates that high levels of time spent working can crowd out time spent sleeping (Barnes et al., 2012). Process C is disrupted as well. However, melatonin is disrupted by exposure to light (Lavie, 2001), especially blue light (Brainard et al., 2001). Electronic devices that employees must use to stay electronically connected to work expose employees to light, with blue light being prevalent. Indeed, Wood, Rea, Plitnick, and Figueiro (2013) found that self-luminous tablets inhibited melatonin. Furthermore, research indicates that the use of communication technology at home for work in the evening hinders the process of psychological detachment from work (Derks, van Mierlo, & Schmitz, 2014; Park, Fritz, & Jex, 2011), and sleep quality suffers when employees are unable to psychologically detach from work (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2007).

Consistent with these ideas, Lanaj et al. (2014) found that smartphone usage late at night negatively influenced sleep quantity, and Munezawa et al. (2011) found that the use of mobile phones late at night negatively influences sleep quality. Similarly, Barber and Santuzzi (2015) found that telepressure, which they define as pressure to read and respond quickly to messages from clients, was associated with poor quality sleep. Thus, we propose that organizations with strong norms for constant connectivity will negatively influence the sleep quantity and quality of their employees.

Proposition 15. Work unit norms promoting constant connectivity to work will negatively influence (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.

As noted in Proposition 6, sleep quantity and quality will moderate the effect of human capital on performance efficiency. An integration of Propositions 6 and 15 reveals that work units with norms promoting constant connectivity to work will harm sleep quantity and quality, and because of this such norms will undermine the effect of human capital on performance efficiency.

Proposition 16. Work unit norms promoting constant connectivity to work will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit
performance efficiency, such that norms promoting constant connectivity to work will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.

The Role of Time

Our propositions highlight how human capital leveraging strategies have some beneficial effects. They may strengthen the effect of human capital on human capital utilization, thereby aiding the more distal outcome of work unit performance. They may also have some detrimental effects in which they weaken the effect of human capital on performance efficiency, thereby undermining the more distal outcome of work unit performance. Whereas it may be tempting to assume that these beneficial and detrimental effects will cancel each other out, we propose that these effects will vary over time in a manner that shapes the overall relationship between these strategies and work unit performance.

The enhancing effect of human capital leveraging strategies on human capital utilization should manifest immediately. Once employees within a work unit are working long hours, or covering a greater portion of the 24-hr clock, or flexing their hours to match the demands of the work unit, the human capital utilization of that work unit will increase. This does not require any sort of accumulation to occur. Thus, the benefits to human capital utilization should be clear and immediate, with downstream benefits to work unit performance.

However, this will not likely be the case with regards to the effects on employee sleep and performance. As noted by the sleep, activity, fatigue, and task effectiveness (or SAFTE) model (Hursh et al., 2004), the effects of sleep deprivation and poor quality sleep accumulate over time. Individuals build up what sleep physiology researchers refer to as “sleep debt” (cf. Rupp, Wesensten, & Balkin, 2010; Rupp, Wesensten, Bliese, & Balkin, 2009), which is accumulated over prolonged periods of time and discharged through sleep. This is due to the fact that the restoration process that occurs during sleep is cut short by sleep deprivation and hindered during low-quality sleep, leaving the person in worse shape with each subsequent night.

Empirical research is consistent with the view of sleep debt accumulation over time producing negative effects that accumulate. Haavisto et al. (2010) conducted a laboratory experiment in which research participants were restricted to 4 hr of sleep for 5 nights. Haavisto and colleagues found that multitasking performance progressively deteriorated further each night. This is consistent with the idea that such participants are less and less able to bring their human capital to bear on the task. Elmenhorst et al. (2009) followed the same protocol of 4 consecutive nights of 5 hr of participants sleep per night and found that performance decrements in a cognitive task were equivalent to those produced by a blood alcohol content of .06%. Belenky et al. (2003) conducted a laboratory experiment following a similar protocol over the course of 7 days and found the same accumulating negative effect on cognitive performance. Van Dongen, Maislin, Mullington, and Dinges (2003) conducted a more prolonged version of the experiment, restricting sleep of participants to 6 hr of sleep per night for 14 consecutive days. The performance decrements they found from this protocol were equivalent to 2 nights of total sleep deprivation.

Rather than an endlessly downward spiral, this research indicates that the effect will tend to eventually stabilize. Belenky et al. (2003) found that the effects of accumulated sleep deprivation eventually leveled off at a lower overall level of performance. They speculate that human brains may have some ability to adapt to chronic sleep loss, albeit at a lower level of functioning. Moreover, accumulated sleep debt increases propensity to fall asleep as well as sleep quality, placing boundaries around the rate at which employees can build sleep debt. However, although this equilibrium is desirable in that it prevents an infinite erosion of the effect of human capital on performance, the final state is still one with a greatly eroded effect of human capital on performance. Indeed, as Elmenhorst et al. (2009) find, even a short period of sleep debt accumulation entailed by 4 consecutive nights of 5 hr of sleep produced a result nearly as harmful to performance as being legally too drunk to drive, and other studies find that the equilibrium period at which stability tends to occur is further down the performance-loss slope than a single work week.

Examining these differential effects over time, we posit that human capital leveraging strategies produce an initial enhancing effect on human capital utilization that is beneficial to work unit performance. However, although this effect is stable over time, the opposing harmful effect accumulates to become more negative. As human capital leveraging strategies produce chronic sleep loss problems, over time they erode the link between human capital and individual performance in a way that is harmful to work unit performance, eventually leveling off at an undesirably harmful state. In short, these strategies are initially attractive to work units because of the initial benefit, but this belies the longer term detriment that occurs from the accumulation of sleep-debt-based erosion of the effect of human capital on individual performance, producing aggregated effects at the work unit level.

Proposition 17. The total effect of human capital leveraging strategies on work unit human capital utilization strategies on work unit performance will be moderated by time, such that initially these strategies will have beneficial effects on work unit performance, but this relationship will become increasingly negative over time until reaching a stable detrimental effect.

Moreover, this has implications for work units that may change over time. Sleep physiology research indicates that chronic sleep deprivation induces relatively long-term, slow-recovering changes in brain physiology that affect alertness and performance (Johnson et al., 2004). For example, obstructive sleep apnea is associated with changes in white matter structures in the brain (Macey et al., 2008) as well as the volume of gray matter in several regions of the brain (Canessa et al., 2011), and sleep deprivation influences methylation levels in the frontal cortex (Ventskova, Porka, Heiskanen, & Karpova, 2015). This may be why over long periods of time, people can adapt to chronic sleep deprivation—even at lower levels of performance (Belenky et al., 2003).

This is relevant when work units change their human capital leveraging strategies. The timing of the effects from changing will depend on the history of the work unit. Consistent with research indicating that chronic sleep deprivation induces relatively long-term, slow-recovering changes in brain physiology (Johnson et al., 2004), sleep researchers have found that if people are chronically sleep deprived people and acutely sleep deprived people respond differently to recovery sleep. Rupp and colleagues (Rupp, Wesen-
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Table 1

Propositions

1. Work unit use of extended shifts will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization, such that work unit use of extended shifts will enhance the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization.
2. Work unit use of night shifts will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization, such that work unit use of night shifts will enhance the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization.
3. Work unit schedule flexibility will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization, such that work unit schedule flexibility will enhance the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization.
4. Work unit norms for prioritizing work over sleep will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization, such that norms for prioritizing work over sleep will enhance the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization.
5. Work unit norms for constant connectivity will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization, such that norms for constant connectivity will enhance the effect of work unit human capital on work unit human capital utilization.
6. Sleep (a) quantity and (b) quality moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that low sleep quantity or poor sleep quality weaken the effect of human capital on performance efficiency.
7. Work unit use of extended shifts will negatively influence (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.
8. Work unit use of extended shifts will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that the use of extended work shifts will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.
9. Work unit use of night work shifts will negatively influence employee (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.
10. Work unit use of night shifts will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that the use of night shifts will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.
11. Work unit work schedule instability will negatively influence (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.
12. Unit work schedule instability will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that unit work schedule instability will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.
13. Work unit norms for prioritizing work over sleep will negatively influence (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.
14. Work unit norms for the priority of sleep will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that norms prioritizing work over sleep will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.
15. Work unit norms promoting constant connectivity to work will negatively influence (a) sleep quantity and (b) sleep quality.
16. Work unit norms promoting constant connectivity to work will moderate the effect of work unit human capital on work unit performance efficiency, such that norms promoting constant connectivity to work will attenuate the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency.
17. The total effect of human capital leveraging strategies on work unit human capital utilization strategies on work unit performance will be moderated by time, such that initially these strategies will have beneficial effects on work unit performance, but this relationship will become increasingly negative over time until reaching a stable detrimental effect.
18. The effects of changing human capital leveraging strategies on work unit performance efficiency will be moderated by time; the effects of change will be slower for units that have had their current leveraging strategies for a longer period of time.

The purpose of this paper has been to extend the strategic human capital literature to include the beneficial and detrimental effects of human capital leveraging strategies, with an emphasis on the role of sleep (see Table 1). We discussed how these strategies can enhance human capital utilization, with short-term beneficial enhancements to the effect of human capital on work unit performance, and how they can undermine employee sleep in a manner that has increasingly harmful effects on the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency. Overall, we propose a negative long-term effect of these strategies on the relationship between human capital and work unit performance.

Our model presents important theoretical implications for the strategic human capital literature. Perhaps most importantly, work units may be engaging in activities that undermine the return on their investment in human capital. Given the tremendous amount of resources invested in human capital, losing out on any of the return can be potentially disastrous. If work units are to capture
Beyond this contribution, by focusing on employee sleep at the unit level, we extend theory on how sleep influences work outcomes. Whereas previous research has focused almost entirely on sleep at the individual level of analysis, we contend that individual sleep patterns are nested within higher levels of analyses, including work units. This multilevel depiction of sleep provides a richer view of the relationship between sleep and work (cf. Barnes & Hollenbeck, 2009).

Moreover, our model changes the view of sleep. Rather than an activity outside of the control of organizations, organizations and work units can engage in activities that influence employee sleep in positive or negative directions. Although previous research has suggested that managers take an active role in shaping the sleep of subordinates (Barnes & Spreitzer, 2015), this work had been missing a theoretical model to work from. Our model advances the theory that can guide recommendations for how managers can shape the sleep of employees.

Conceptually, this model opens up multiple avenues for future research, beyond the necessary future step of testing this model. Our model suggests organizations avoid or reduce the use of human capital leveraging strategies by redesigning jobs if organizations want to obtain long-term competitive advantage. On the other hand, if some work or culture characteristics are necessarily required by certain types of jobs, we suggest organizations adjust other characteristics to reduce their negative effects on employee sleep. For example, night work shifts may be necessary for customer service-related jobs, but organizations may create a culture encouraging psychological detachment from work activities after they complete the shifts.

An important set of research questions for future research is the main effects of the work unit characteristics on performance. Our focus was on how they moderate the effects of human capital on performance. But they may have direct effects of their own in addition to such moderating effects. Future research may find some tradeoffs, such that cultures that prioritize work and deprivitize sleep lead to more work being completed, but at lower quality. Moreover, through their effects on sleep, these work unit effects may also influence other unit level outcomes, such as aggregated levels of turnover, deviance, and health.

Future research should also consider how to optimize the tradeoffs among creating sleepy-friendly work units versus optimizing other outcomes, such as number of hours worked, number of customers serviced, or number of missed customer requests. Indeed, some work units may create norms for constant connectivity because customers have demands that occur at unpredictable times of day. As noted by Perlow (2012), this can create a powerful context that leads to unintentional effects on both sleep and work life balance. However, Perlow also provides some solutions to this culture that are useful for work life balance, including predictable time off that is enabled by implementing systems that still provide constant customer support but allow employees to have well-defined downtime. Although Perlow did not include sleep in her study, her logic may apply to sleep as well.

Future research should also consider curvilinear effects in these relationships. Not only may there be curvilinear effects of the relationship between human capital leveraging strategies and employee sleep, but also in how employee sleep moderates the relationship between human capital and performance efficiency. Moreover, there are likely limits to the degree that human capital leveraging strategies enhance the effects of human capital on human capital utilization.

Another topic for future research is the manner in which employees self-select into different working environments. Those who are most sensitive to sleep disruption may find a poor fit between themselves and a work group that heavily utilizes human capital leveraging strategies. Such individuals may self-select out of that work unit, whereas other employees who are less sensitive may select into such a work group. It is also possible that individuals self-select into context based on the fit between their typical circadian schedule and the work schedule system of that unit. This may occur at the occupational level as well.

Finally, although our focus was on sleep, future research should consider other ways in which work units wear down employees that would have analogous moderating effects of the effects of human capital on performance. Stressful work contexts may play a similar role through emotional exhaustion. Cultures rife with abusive supervision or incivility may do the same. Overall, our depiction of human capital as an investment that can be derailed by poor maintenance of the human capital opens the door for multiple other topics relevant to employee health and well-being.
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